INTRODUCING THE PERFORMANCE RANGE
Performance Tights that you’ll never want to train without again. Comprising of 3 specialty
tights, all with unique characteristics, our range is designed to amplify your Running and
Training Experience.

BIONIX - CARBON FIBRE
Designed to deliver power and endurance on longer runs and during competition. The Carbon
Fibre fabric prevents electrical charges settling on the body, thus improving bioelectrical
activity, allowing the muscles to use energy more efficiently. This reaction increases muscle
metabolism by 4%, reduces lactic acid build up by 12% and improves oxygen distribution,
allowing you to run harder for longer.
KEY FEATURES
CARBON FIBRE FABRIC Hi-tech fabric designed to increase performance
MUSCULAR REINFORCEMENT Compression technology allows explosive mobility while
providing support to key muscle groups
CONTOURED SEAMS Flat-lock comfort seams reduce rubbing and chafing
SPEED WAIST Low profile elastic waistband for secure comfortable fit while hitting top speed
EXTRA PROTECTION Double gusset to keep you super dry
STEALTH POCKET Internal pocket for storing essentials
BIONIX CARBON TECHNOLOGY
Bioelectricity is responsible for all movement in the human body. It’s these electrical signals
that command the muscles cells to perform muscular contraction and distension.
It’s also important to know that electric charges settling on the body can lead to overheating,
involuntary muscular contraction, cramps and fatigue during sports activity.
Testing on garments made with Carbon have shown that they are not only comfortable, but
they also prevent electric charges from settling on the body, thus avoiding the negative
reaction on muscular contractility.
Without obstructions caused by involuntary micro-contractures, the blood is able to reach even
the peripheral areas, which results in improved muscular performance.

RESULTS:







Increased muscle Metabolism
Improved performance over time
Lowers concentrations of lactic acid build up
Enhanced blood circulation and cell oxidisation
Supercharged muscle warming – hit optimal performance faster
Reduction in cramping and fatigue

FLOW RUNNERS - LIQUID TITANIUM
Perfect for everyday running and recovery. The liquid titanium fabric reacts with your body to
produce infrared rays. These rays penetrate the muscles, resulting in improved blood flow,
muscle metabolism and detoxification, while reducing muscle spasms and joint stiffness.
Developed as an all-climate garment they provide superior body temp regulation, keeping you
warm in winter and cool in summer.
KEY FEATURES
LIQUID TITANIUM FABRIC Hi-tech fabric designed to increase performance and protect your
muscles
MUSCULAR REINFORCEMENT Compression technology allows explosive mobility while
providing support to key muscle groups
CONTOURED SEAMS Flat-lock comfort seams reduce rubbing and chafing
SPEED WAIST Low profile elastic waistband for secure comfortable fit while hitting top speed
EXTRA PROTECTION Double gusset to keep you super dry
STEALTH POCKET Internal pocket for storing essentials
FLOW RUNNERS TITANIUM TECHNOLOGY
Liquid Titanium fabric reacts with your body heat to produce Far Infrared Rays.
Far Infrared Rays are invisible waves of energy that have the ability to penetrate all layers of the
human physical body, including the inner-most regions of the tissues, muscles and bone.
These therapeutic rays increase blood flow by expanding the capillaries that carry blood. They
also increase oxygenation and regeneration of the blood, deeply detoxifying it for the improved
functioning of working muscles, which depend on blood for energy.

RESULTS:











Increased muscle metabolism
Lowers concentrations of lactic acid build up
Enhanced blood circulation and cell oxidisation
Supercharged muscle warming – hit optimal performance faster
Reduction in cramping and fatigue
Muscle pain relief
Boosts the immune system
Reduced inflammation
Detoxification – achieved as radiant heat helps to flush out toxic substances
Eases nervous tension & stress

AIRIDERS - VAPOUR TECHNOLOGY
Our all-round tights designed for the everyday athlete. Made from the world’s best moisturemanagement yarn, the Airiders transfer moisture from your skin 40% faster than regular tights.
Compression technology combined with comfort means these tights are perfect for running,
yoga and sweating it out at the gym.
KEY FEATURES
MOISTURE MANAGEMENT FABRIC Hi-tech fabric designed to vapourise moisture
MUSCULAR REINFORCEMENT Compression technology allows explosive mobility while
providing support to key muscle groups
CONTOURED SEAMS Flat-lock comfort seams reduce rubbing and chafing
STABILITY WAIST High Profile waist for secure comfortable fit while working out
EXTRA PROTECTION Double gusset to keep you super dry
STORESAFE POCKET 1ocm zip pocket in the waist for storing essentials
AIR MESH Calves can breathe while looking fabulous
AIRIDERS VAPOUR TECHNOLOGY
Using an advanced Catch, Move and Release System, the Airiders fabric moves moisture faster
and further.
The first step in removing moisture is to catch it. Using the same principle as magnetism, the
fabric instantly reaches out, grabs, and pulls in the moisture. Other yarns absorb moisture after

prolonged contact, but the Airiders absorb moisture immediately, leaving no time for
discomfort or inconvenience.
After absorbing the moisture the fabric goes into action, moving it away from the source and on
its way to the outer layer. This process is called wicking. Unlike other yarns that take time to
wick moisture, the fabric used in the Airiders immediately sends moisture on its way.
Once the moisture hits the outer layer of the fabric it quickly evaporates, fueling storm clouds
around the world.
RESULTS:








Keeps you cool
Non see-through
Comfortable
Lightweight
Breathable
Shrink resistant
Superior Stain release properties – sweat, grass etc

